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ABSTRACT 
The main theorem establishes a close relationship between the seemingly sep 
arate concepts of balancedness and total unimodularity of (0, l} matrices. The result 
involves classes of Eulerian matrices, and it is presented using terms “local unimodu- 
la&y” and “local total unirnodularity” recently proposed by Hoffman and 
Oppenbeim. 
INTRODUCTION 
For more than two decades the following question has received consider- 
able attention: “When is the integer linear programming problem 
min: a&, 0) 
s.t.: Ax=b; x>O, (2) 
x integer (3) 
solved by an optimal basic solution of the linear programming problem 
(l)-(2)?” Affi rma ti ve answers are known for several cases; e.g., if 
(a) A is totally unimodular or unimodular; b is integral [lo, 17; 
(b) A has the Dantzig property; b is integral; Ax = b has an integral 
solution [9]; 
(c) A = [D ] k Z], where D is a balanced (0, l} matrix; b = [l, 1,. . . , 11” [1, 
71; 
(d) A=[DIZl, h w ere D is a perfect (0, l} matrix; b=[l, l,..., llt [12, 
131. 
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Answers to the above problem are not only useful by themselves, but 
they also aid solution of the following problem: 
“Given the combinatorial optimization problem 
min: a%, (4) 
s.t.: XEK, 
where K is a set of integer vectors, find A and b and identify their structure 
such that an optimal basic solution of (l)-(2) solves (4)-(5)” From both a 
theoretical and a practical (particularly, algorithmic) viewpoint the part 
“identify their structure” is at least as important as “find A and b”, since A 
typically has a large number of rows and columns. Suppose K is given as 
K={x]A”r=& x>O, integer}. If allextremepoints of K={x]_&=& x)0} 
are integral, one simply chooses A = A and b = b. If K has fractional extreme 
points, one can construct the desired A and b, e.g., using Gomory cuts [8], 
but it generally seems to be difficult to determine the structure of any A and 
b that are a solution. (Obviously A and b are never unique.) However, 
Edmonds has shown that for certain problems of type (4)-(5) (e.g., the 
matching problem [6], optimization problems involving matroids [3-5]) solu- 
tions A and b exist with easily described structure that can be utilized in 
solution algorithms. The importance of the structure of A and b is also 
evident from a recent result by Hoffman and Oppenheim [ll], who showed 
that the pair (A,b) d erived by Edmonds for the matching problem has a 
certain determinantal property termed “local unimodularity”. 
This paper develops conditions that assure an affirmative answer to the 
question posed in the first paragraph. A main result (Theorem 2 below) 
establishes the following link between the previously separate (and seemingly 
independent) concepts of balancedness and total unimodularity. Let I’(./, b) 
be the polyhedron 
P(J,b)={xj[AjJ]x=b, 00). 
Assume that A is an m X n (0, l} matrix, and that J is one of the matrices 
[+u’, tua , . . . , k urn], where ui is the jth unit vector. It is known [l, 7j that 
P (1, b) has only integral extreme points for all J and all integral b, 0 < b Q e 
=[l,l,..., l]“, iff A is balanced (i.e., A does not contain an odd order square 
submatrix whose column and row sums are all equal to two). In this paper it 
is shown that for a given c > 0, P (J, b) has only integral extreme points for all 
J and all integral b, 0 < b < c, iff A does not contain certain square 
submatrices with even column and row sums. When c is chosen to be 
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sufficiently large (e.g., c > e min{ m, n}/2), then the condition on the square 
submatrices is necessary and sufficient for total unimodularity of A. As an 
example, consider the inequality system [A]J]x = b, x > 0, where 
1011111 
1111110 
0110000 
A=0 0 I1 0 o 0 
0001100 
0000110 
0000011 
(7) 
Matrix A is not totally unimodular, since detA = 2; yet the polyhedron P(.l, b) 
has only integral extreme points for all _l and all integral b, 0 Q b <c, ti 
c# [3~3,1,1,1,1,11t (r Py f or vectors x and y if xi < yi, some i). 
Originally results of this paper were described using the terms “feasible 
unimodularity” and “feasible total unimodularity”. Recently we received a 
paper by Hoffman and Oppenheim [ 111 who propose almost identical 
concepts of “local unimodularity” and “local total unimodularity”. We have 
adopted the terminology of [ll], but use our old approach to define local 
(total) unimodularity via the inequality system Ax= b, x > 0, instead of 
Ax < b, x > 0, as specified in [ 111. We prefer our approach because it seems 
to allow easier treatment of inequality systems of type [A]J]x= b, x > 0 
mentioned above. 
Finally, a comment concerning the significance of the concept of local 
(total) unimodularity seems to be appropriate. In [ll], Hoffman and 
Oppenheim express the belief that “the concept of local unimodularity is a 
useful idea.. . “. Given the results of [ll] for the matching problem and those 
presented here, it now seems that this concept is not just useful, but in all 
likelihood will play an important role in future research on integer linear 
programming problems with special structure. 
DEFINITIONS 
This section introduces notation and definitions. Let A be a matrix. Then 
Aij denotes the element in row i, column i; A.! (Ai.) is the jth column (ith 
row) of A. The identity is represented by I; the matrix J is derived from I by 
replacing some + 1 entries with - 1. Lower case letters denote (column) 
vectors; in particular, e is the sum vector (i.e., e consists of ones), and ui is 
the ith unit vector. The jth element of a vector r is r/. Whenever all 
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elements of a matrix or vector are members of a set {(Y, j?, y, . . . }, we will say 
that the matrix or vector “consists of { a,p, y,. . . }“; the same fact is ex- 
pressed by “is a {a, p, y, . . . }” matrix or vector. All matrices and vectors are 
supposed to be integrul unless otherwise specified. Dimensions are always 
assumed to be such that matrix operations are defined. Superscript t denotes 
transpose. 
The following definitions are needed. 
DEFINITION 1. Let the matrix A be mX n with rank(A)= r. A is 
unimodular (abbreviated u.) if every basis B [i.e., B is an m X r submatrix of 
A with rank (II) = r] with TX r submatrices B k, 
satisfies gcdk,,{detBk} = 1. A 
I&=(1,2 ,...) (7)), 
is strongly unimodular (abbreviated s.u.) if 
every basis B contains an TXT submatrix Bk, YES, with detBk= +l. 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix A is totally unimodulur (abbreviated t.u.) if 
every square submatrix B of A has det B = 0 or ? 1. 
DEFINITION 3. The pair (A,b) is ZocuZZy unimodzdur (abbreviated 1.u.) if 
every column submatrix B of A with independent columns and positive 
solution x for Bx= b, is u. The pair (A, b) is locally strongly unimodulur 
(abbreviated 1.s.u.) [locally totally unimodular (abbreviated l.t.u.)] if the B 
specified above is S.U. [t.u.]. 
Definition 3 slightly differs from related definitions by Hoffman and 
Oppenheim [ll], who use ([AIZ],b) instead of (A, b). The change is moti- 
vated by the fact that inequality systems of the form [A]J]x= b, x > 0, are 
more easily treated via Definition 3. 
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A is column (row) Eukriun if Ae ~0 (mod 2) 
[e*A=O (mod 2)]; A i.s Eulerian if it is both column and row Euleriun. 
Define H to be the set of square (0, l} matrices G satisfying 
detG= k2, (8) 
G-‘consistsof { ?i}. (9) 
It is easily seen (see [15]) that (8)-(g) imply 
G is Eulerian, 
eCe=2 (mod 4). 
(IO) 
(II) 
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A well-known fact is given by 
PROPOSITION 1. H (1) has as elements the r X r matrices 
(13) 
where r > 3 and odd, as well as all matrices derived from G of (13) by row 
and/ or column exchanges. 
Berge’s definition [1] of balanced matrices can now be written as 
DEFINITION 5. A (0, l} matrix A is balanced if it does not contain a 
submatrix G of H(1). 
Finally, let S be the set (1,2,. . . , ( 7)). 
LOCAL UNIMODULARITY 
This section establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for local 
unimodularity of certain matrix-vector pairs (A, b). We start with a well- 
known result. 
THEOREM 1 [2, 10, 11. The fokw-ing statements are equivalent for 
(0, l} matrix A. 
(i) A does not contain a s&matrix G of H; 
(ii) A is t.u.; 
(iii) [AJJ] is S.U. (u.) VI; 
(iv) The polyhed ron P (J, b) of (6) has integral extreme points only VI and 
Vb>O. 
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If b > 0 in Theorem l(iv) is replaced by 0 < b <c for some c > 0, one 
would expect that requirement (i) could be tightened correspondingly. It is 
not so obvious, however, that this modified form of statement (i) can be 
easily described via subsets of H. To present the precise relationships, we 
introduce, for any m X n (0, l} matrix A and m X 1 vector c > 0, 
H(A,c)={GEH]GisasubmatrixofA, 
t/s, G,.e < 2cicsj, where i(s) is the index 
of the row of A that defines G,*}. (14) 
-- -- 
Lastly, define (A, b) to be a subpair of (A, b) if [Alb] is a row submatrix of 
[Albl. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent fm an mX n 
{O,l}matrixAandanmXlvectorc>O. 
. 
(i) H(A,c) is empty; -- 
(ii) (A,b) and all subpairs (A,b) are 1.t.u. Vb, 0 Q b < c; 
(iii)([A~~],b)isZ.s.u.(Z.u.)VJandVb,O<b<c; 
(iv) ([Al-l],b) is Z.S.U. (Z.U.) VIandVb, O<b<c; 
(v) The polyhedron P (I, b) of (6) has integral extreme points only VI and 
Vb,O<b<c. 
Proof. 
(i)+ii): Let (A,b), 0 <b <c, be a pair that satisfies (i), yet is non-l.t.u., 
and assume that the number of rows of A, m, is minimal. Clearly m > 3, since -- 
A is always t.u. for m < 2. Further, all proper subpairs (A, b) must be 1.t.u. 
as follow? Define H(& C) analogous to (14) using (x, C) instead of (A, c). 
Then H(A, E) c H(A, c), which is empty, and 0 < &< F, so by the minimal@ -- 
of m, (A, b) is 1.t.u. Since (A, b) is non-l.t.u., there exists an m X r column 
submatrix B of A with rank(B) = T, such that Br = b has a solution x > 0 and 
B is non-t.u. By (i) and Theorem 1 (i) and (ii), B contains a square submatrix 
G EH, G @H(A,c). 
(a) m > r: det G # 0, so G is contained in a nonsingular r X r row submatrix B 
of B. Let [Xl G] be the corresponding proper row submatrix of [A] b]. Then 
Bx = 6, x > 0 implies that B is t.u., 
-- 
since (A, b) is l.t.u., which is a contradic- 
tion of the fact that B contains G. Hence this case cannot occur. 
(b) m = r: Several cases must be considered. 
(ba) B = G: Bx = b implies x - B-‘b=G-‘b>e/2, since G-’ consists of 
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{ + f } by (9), b is integral, and x > 0. On the other hand, G 4 H(A, c) implies 
that there exist s and i = i(s) such that G,, is defined by Ai. and G,.e > 2ci; in 
fact, s = i must hold, since G has m rows. Combining these inequalities we 
get bi = Bi.x > Bi.e/2 = Gi.e/2 >ci, so b$ c, a contradiction. 
(bb) G is a proper submatrix of B: Without loss of generality we may assume 
B=[q 1. 
-- 
Delete the last row of [B 1 b] to get [B 1 b]. Obviously B contains G, rank(B) = -- 
m - 1, and Bx= & for the given x > 0. Let (A, b) be the proper 1.t.u. subpair 
of (A, b) defined via rows of E B may contain at most one zero column, 
since otherwise det B = 0. 
(bba) g contains one zero column: This column cannot intersect with G, 
since det G # 0. Delete this column from B and the corresponding element 
from x, getting i and 5, respectively. det B # 0 implies det 3 # 0, and I& = 6, -- 
? > 0. Since (A, b) is l.t.u., g must be t.u., a contradiction of the fact that I? 
contains G. 
(bbb) B contains rw zero column: Then the polyhedron Q = { z]Bz = F, z > 0} 
is nonempty, is bounded, and has precisely two extreme points x1 and x2, 
since x E Q and rank(B) = m - 1. For k = 1,2, there exists a full rank column 
submatrix Bk of B which defines the subvector y k of positive components of -- 
xk via gkyk=&, yk>O. (A,b) is l.t.u., so Bk is t.u., and yk and xk are 
integral. As in part @a), let s and i = i(s) be row indices of G and A such that 
G,.e>2ci. Again, s = i must hold, due to the position G is assumed to have 
inB.Further,defineL={jlGii=1}andL(k)={jELlxik)1},k=1,2.Since 
6 =&xk >XiGiix~ =EjiEL(kjxjk > IL(k)l, we have ]L]=Gi.e>2ci >2bi 
>Ck,l,21L(k)l, and t= L- u~,~,~L(~) is nonempty. 
Now xik = 0, j E L and k = 1,2, and any convex combination xh G Ax1 + (1 
-X)x2, 0 < h < 1, has x1? = 0, i EL, as well. The bounded polyhedron Q has 
only two extreme points, so the given x >0 is equal to xx for some A, 
0 < X < 1, which is impossible. 
Since all cases led to a contradiction, the assumption that (A, b) were -- 
non-1.t.u. must have been false. Finally, if H(A, c) is empty, all subpairs (A, b) 
of (A, b) must be l.t.u., since H(A,c) empty implies H(A,E) empty as shown 
above. 
(ii)+iii): We will show that ([A]./], b) is 1. S.U. VJ and Vb, 0 <b <c. Let 
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be an m x r matrix with rank(B) = r, where 
are column submatrices of A and .Z, respectively. Assume 
- 
Bx=b= b 
[ 1 d 
has solution 
x= x >o i-1 Y 
for some b, 0 < b G-C. The columns of Z? must be independent, and &= b, -- 
X > 0, implies that B is t.u., since (A, b) is 1.t.u. Hence every r X r submatrix of 
B has determinant 0 or & 1, and ([AIJ], b) is 1.s.u. 
(C)*(iv): ([AI./], b) 1. S.U. (1.u.) V.Z trivially implies ([A] - Z], b) 1.s.u. @u.). 
(iv)+(v): Assume that ([A] - I], b) is 1.~. Vb, 0 < b < c. The vector I-l 5 Y 
of positive components of an extreme point of P (J, b), 0 =G b < c, satisfies 
where matrices and vectors are as specified in the proof of (ii)=@). Then 
has integral solution 
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since 
is 1.~. (see [14] or [IS]), and y = I( d - D?) is integral as well. 
a (v)*(i): FkGssibly ft 
[ 1 
er some row exchanges, suppose A contains a column 
submatrix - , 
D 
where G E H(A, c). Construct columns of 1, a matrix with 
the same number of rows as D, as follows. Remove zero elements from the 
vector De/2 to obtain y. Let J.i = - u i if yi is defined by Di.e/2. By (8), 
(lo), and the above construction, 
G 0 
B= [+I D j 
is a column submatrix of [Al - I] with independent columns, and 
has solution 
x= e/2 
Ho Y 
for b= Ge/2. Further, b is integral and 0 < b Q c, since 26 = G,.e < 2ci Vi 
by (14). But then x is a fractional vector that defines positive components of 
an extreme point of P( - I, b), which contradicts (v). w 
If Ae < 2d + e, one may replace H(A, c) of Theorem 2(i) by H (A,C) 
where Fi=min{ci,di} Vi. The two sets H(A,c) and H(A,E) are easily shown 
to be identical. The usefulness of this change in formulation is demonstrated 
by the simple proof of 
COROLLARY 1. Let 
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be an m x n (0, l} matrix satisfying De < 3e, and suppose c is the m X 1 
vector 
e 
00 
I-! 
. > 
00 
where the partitions of A and c agree. Then A is balanced iff any of the 
statements (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) of Theorem 2 holds. 
Proof By the structure of A and c, H (A,E) is equal to H (A,e), which is 
empty iff A does not contain a submatrix G E H (l), i.e., iff A is balanced. 
The remainder follows from Theorem 2. n 
Berge [l] and Fulkerson et al. [I proved Corollary 1 for the case D = I. 
The proof via Theorem 2 is different from the ones of these references, and 
links up the previously separate (and seemingly independent) concepts of 
balancedness and total unimodularity. It should be noted that Theorem 2 
generally does not hold for both A and A’ if c= ke. That is, “H (A,ke) 
empty” for some k > 2 does not imply “H (A ‘, ke) empty”. For example, 
H (A,2e) is empty for A of (7), yet H(Af,2e) contains one matrix, namely A’. 
The case k= 1 is an exception since A is balanced iff A’ is balanced. 
Corollary 1 allows a strengthening of additional results for balanced 
matrices due to Berge [l] and Fulkerson et al. [q. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
be a (0, l} balanced matrix satisfying De < 3e. Each linear program below 
has an optimal solution that is integral if it has a feasible solution: 
min: p=ety+vtz, 
s.t.: E’y+Dtz>w 
O<y<f, 
o<z< g; 
max: p=e’y+vtz, 
s.t.: E’y+Dfi<w, 
O<y<f, 
o<z<g. 
(16) 
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Proof. Suppose (IS) has a feasible solution. Boundedness of the feasible 
region assures existence of an optimal solution. Define (15.i) to be the 
following restriction of (15): 
min: p=ety+v’z, 
s.t.: Ety+ D%> w, 
O<y<f, 
o<z< g, 
yj = mi; ViE M’, 
(15.i) 
zi=ni; V/EN’. 
It is easily proved via Corollary 1 and Theorem 2(v) that the dual problem of 
(15.i) has only integral extreme point solutions, so every optimal solution 
( p’, yi,zi) of (15. ‘) z must have pi integral. We produce an optimal integral 
solution to (15) by the following algorithm: 
Step 0. Set i =O, M’ = N’= 0. 
Step 1. Obtain an optimal extreme point solution ( pi, yi,zi) of (15.i). If y i 
is integral, stop; the desired integral solution to (15) [ = problem (lS.O)] has 
been found. Otherwise go to step 2. 
Step 2. Let yj be fractional, say yj = m, - E, 0 < E < 1. Define 
M’+‘= {r} u { j] y; integral}, 
N i+l= { j]z; integral}. 
Increment i by 1 and go to step 1. 
The above algorithm is obviously finite, so assume it stops when i = k. 
Wefirstshowthatp’=p’+’ Vi <k. Given (pi, y i,zi), fractional y: is utilized 
to define M’+ ’ as described in step 2. Define fi = pi + E, and tj from y i by 
replacing yri by m,. Then ( 6, 4,~‘) is feasible for (15.i + 1) by the definition of 
M’+’ and N”+i. As proved above, optimal pi+’ of (lS.i+ 1) is integral, 
hence pi+’ < $5 implies pi+’ < pi. But (15.i + 1) is a restriction of (lS.i), since 
Mi+‘>Mi and N’+‘>N’. Then p’+‘>p” and p’+‘=p’, as claimed. For 
(15. k) we have an optimal solution ( p k, y k,~k) with integral y k. The vector 
zk is an extreme point of {zlD’z>w-Etyk, O<z<g, zj=ni VjENk}. By 
Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, balancedness of D and De < 3e imply that D is 
t.u. Hence zk is integral. 
The result for (16) is easily argued via the one for (15). Let p = - 17, 
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- - 
y =f- Q, and z = g - Z in (16). This transformation to variables p, y, and Z 
leads to a problem with the same structure as (15). n 
The proof for (15) is an extension of the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [7J by 
Fulkerson et al., while the proof for (16) is much simpler than the proof of 
the corresponding Theorem 4.1 of [7]. Finally, we note that Theorem 3 also 
holds in the absence of bounds f and g on y and z. In that case, the existence 
of an optimal solution must be assumed instead of the existence of a feasible 
solution. 
In problems of type (l)-(3), matrices A, [AIZ], or [AI-Z] are typically 
encountered, so characterizations of local unimodularity for pairs (A,b), 
([A]Z],b), and ([A( - I], b), 0 <b Gc, are of particular interest. Local uni- 
modularity of ([A) - Z],b) has already been characterized in Theorem 2. 
Conditions for local unimodularity of the remaining pairs (A,b) and 
([All], b) are presented following a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be an m X r matrix with irw!ependent columns and TX r 
s&n&rices Bk, kE S. Suppose Bx= y fm some vectors x and y, and 
gcdk,,{detBk}=a, gcdi{xi}=B, gcdi{ yi}=y. Then y divides c$?. 
Proof. Let detBk=cka VkES, y=yij, and Bkx=yijk. If adjBk denotes 
the adjoint matrix of Bk, we have x=(Bk)-4Yk= (adj,Bk)yyk/(lka) Vk 
with lk#O. Define (adj Bk) yk= akgk, where gcd,{ gik} = 1. Examining the 
gcd’s On both sides Of X= ,+,~k/([k~), We conclude oB/y=6,/~k=8’/[‘, 
where 5’ and 8’ are relatively prime. Since 5’ divides every nonzero Sk and 
gCdk {{k} = 1, we must have 1’ = 1. Hence y divides op. n 
In the next two theorems we will refer to the set 
.z(a)=(z]e<a<a*e;zinteger; g;d{zi}=l). (17) 
THEOREM 4. Let A be an mXn {O,l} matrix and c>O be an mX1 
vector. The pair (A, b) is 1.~. Vb, 0 <b <c, iff (i) and (ii) below hold for eve? 
m X T column submatrix B of A with rank (B) = r and r X r s&matrices B , 
kE S. 
(i) Be <c implies that B is u. 
(ii) Be { c implies 
gcdk,,{detBk}. 
that Bz/gcd, { Bi.z} $ c Vz E z(a), where a = 
Proof. 
=z (i) is obvious. For the proof of (ii) suppose Be $c and Bz/ y G c, 
where z E z(a) and y = gcd, { Bi.z}. Let b = B.z/ y. Then Bx = b < c has solu- 
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tion x = z/y > 0, and by assumption B must be u. But then x is integral (see 
[14] or [lB]),_and Be < Bx < c, which contradicts Be 4 c. 
+: Let B be a column submatrix of A with independent columns such 
that & = & < c has solution i > 0. Assume 2 has fractional components. Drop 
integer components from i and delete the corresponding columns from B ; 
then reduce every fractional component 4 by the largest integer amount less 
than or equal to Zi. Adjust the vector b accordingly. The resulting B, x, and b 
meet Bx = b <c, 0 <x <e, b integer. Without loss of generality we may 
suppose that gcdi { bi} = 1. If Be < c, B is u. by (i), and x must be integral, 
contrary to our assumption. Hence Be 4 c. Multiply x by the smallest integer 
y > 1 to achieve integral X= yx. Then Bx= yb implies that /3 = gcd,{ 5} 
divides y. However, /? and y must be relatively prime by the minimality of y, 
so /? = 1. By Lemma 1, y divides @ = (Y = gcd, l s { det B k}. We conclude that 
O<i=yx<ye<ae, and FEZ(~). Choosing z=%~z(cu), we have 
Bz/gcd, { &z} = E/y = b <c, which is impossible by (ii). Hence $ cannot 
contain fractional components, and i is u. by (i) and the fact that Be G&= 
b^<C. n 
THEOREM 5. Let (A,c) be the pair of Theorem 4. The puir ([AlZ],b) is 
1.~. Vb, 0 <b <c, ifl (i) and (ii) below hold for every m X r column submatrix 
B of A with rank(B) = r and rxr s&matrices Bk, kES. 
(i) Be <c implies that B is t.u. 
(ii) Be #c implies Bz/gcd,{ Bi%} ec VzEz(cr,), VkE S such that ak= 
]detBk]#O. 
The proof is analogous to the one for Theorem 4, and is omitted. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be an mxn {O,l} matrix and c>O be an mX1 
vector. ([AlZ],b) is Lt. u. Vb, O<b<c, if it is 1.~. Vb, O<b<c. 
The proof is omitted, since it is easily derived from Theorem 5. Padberg 
[12, 131 has provided a characterization of 1.~. pairs ([AlI], b), 0 < b <e, 
which is sharper than the one of Theorem 5 with c = e. 
DEFINITION 6 112, 131. Let A be a (0, l} matrix. A is perfect if the pair 
([AIZ],b) is 1.~. Vb, O<b<e. 
THEOREM 6 [12, 131. Let A be an m X n (0, l} matrix. A is pe$ect iff A 
does not contain an m X r column submutrix B, where 3 < r < n and rank(B) 
= r, satisfying (i) and (ii) below. 
(i) B contains an r X r nonsingular submatrix B k, k E S, such that B ke = 
(Bk)te=pe for some /3 >2. 
(ii) EVA row Bi. of B that is not contained in Bk either is equal to some 
row of Bk or meets B,.e<p. 
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Differences between Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 are mainly due to the 
fact that Theorem 6 is based on minimal (in terms of number of columns) 
forbidden column submatrices B of A. 
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